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The current "worldly" energy crisis and how it mirrors our personal energy.
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Article Body:
If we look at the current ˆenergy˜ crisis from a different perspective- there is valuable info
The intelligence that created and guides this Universe is speaking to us.
What does ˆfuel˜ represent?

It is what we need to move.

It powers our cars, homes and airpla

Are we not experiencing a similar ˆenergy crisis˜ within our own lives?
We are constantly bombarded with images of fear, lack and inadequacy.
We are constantly picking on others and ourselves.
You are not powerless, alone or empty.

There is an abundan

There is so much goin
Turn on the television

Our attention is drawn outward and focused

There is always an unlimited supply of energy availabl

Call upon the awesome and incredible power and love of God (by whichever terminology you choos
Dear God (Universe, Goddess, Father/Mother God, All that is)

Fill me with love, peace and wisdom.
Pour your light into my life so my eyes will be opened to the truth.
Help me to see my own power, beauty and uniqueness.
Fuel my spirit to stay connected to the unlimited supply of creative energy that is always pou
Give me the knowing, that by partnering with the Divine- I am strong and powerful.
Fill my mind with your thoughts.
Help me to release guilt, anger, worry and fear.
As my heart opens- so do my spiritual eyes and I release all judgments about others and myself
As my connection to the Divine grows- I am an observer of the world around me.
I have the power to choose how to use my energy for the highest good of all concerned.
I am no longer afraid of the false projections shown to me.
Amen (so it is)
Paula Picard, Psychic and Spiritual Teacher
www.paulapicard.com
314.308.2053
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